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Presentation for the Energy Forum in Varna

by: Ole Bornsen, PIU Team Leader, PHARE Energy Programme

Prerequisites to Promote Energy Efficiency
Investments in Bulgaria

Mr. Chairman,
Ladies and Gentleman,

thank you very much to have the opportunity to speak to you again in this
wonderful place at the Black Sea coast. As some of you will remember, already
during the forum last year I had the chance to visit this place and to make a
presentation on financing sources for restructuring the energy sector.

First of all I have to apologise not to speak in Bulgarian to you. Although I am
staying nearly two years in your country in principle I should be able to talk in
your language, but unfortunately I am still concentrating too much on my
responsibilities as PHARE team leader and advisor to the Committee of Energy
than to learn Bulgarian.

During my time in Bulgaria I could learn some aspects on the special problem
of energy efficiency in Bulgaria. I could also learn how Western European
consultants coming to and leaving Bulgaria gave advice in order to support
Bulgaria improving energy efficiency. And finally I could learn, how Bulgarian
specialists perceive their problem of energy efficiency, and how the foreign
advisors perceive the problem.

Based on this experience I would like to share some observations with you. And
I would not be a good advisor, if you agree with all my observations. Just to the
contrary, you might disagree with and dispute my observations and
conclusions.

Problem: Energy Efficiency is low.
I am sure that you will share this observation with me. In comparison with
Western European countries energy intensity in Bulgaria is two to even three
times higher.
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First View Explanations:

- Energy Intensive Industrial Structure

- Old and Worn Out Capital Equipment
Very often these arguments are given by Bulgarian experts in order to explain
the low energy efficiency in Bulgaria. And you might find similar arguments also
in Western Europe. The immediate conclusion is that with more means for
financing the old and depreciated capital equipment can be replaced by new
capital incorporating new and energy saving technologies. This would lead to a
considerable improvement in energy efficiency.

First View Prerequisite:

- Energy Prices reflecting Economic Costs

- Opening of Financing Sources
Cost-covering energy prices would make energy efficiency investment
financially feasible and would attract financiers. But as you all know, energy
prices are still beyond economic realities and finance capital is scarce in
Bulgaria. National interest rates are high and foreign investment is low. In my
understanding it is not realistic to expect a fast change in these conditions. And
it is questionable that even with energy prices reflecting economic costs and
well established financing markets there will be investment in energy efficiency.

Availability of Finance Capital and Cost Reflecting
Energy Prices is not at all a Necessary Prerequisite for
Energy Efficiency Improvement
This is a lesson from Western European experience. Even if there is a potential
for energy efficiency improvements which are financially viable, experience
shows that a considerable share of this potential is not implemented. There is
no investment in energy efficiency measures even when financing is available
and pay back of the investment is guaranteed.



Even under Energy Price and Finance Conditions
present in Bulgaria, there is a Considerable Potential
for Energy Efficiency Improvements
Personal communication and several studies show that considerable energy
efficiency improvements can be achieved with no cost or low cost measures.
The potential for industry - consuming more than 50% of the energy - , e.g. is
estimated between 11% and 20%. The low-cost potential for buildings is
estimated at 6%, and the low-cost potential for transport at 4%. You might
dispute these figures, I would not defend them as an absolute number, but as
an indication. The point is, that energy efficiency can be increased with low
cost measures like better housekeeping, regular service and maintenance
procedures to accomplish the design standards of the implemented and
existing capital equipment. And be sure, this is not a specific problem of
Bulgaria. Also in Western Europe with all its financing possibilities,
technologies and expertise there is still a considerable low cost potential to
improve energy efficiency by the same measures which also would be relevant
for Bulgaria.

From both the observations above I conclude that there are other obstacles for
energy efficiency improvement than lack of capital or inadequate prices. Major
barriers to implementation of energy efficiency measures are that actors in
different sectors

• do not know what to do (lack of information),
• are not interested to promote energy efficiency because they have

other evaluation of their business or private interest,
• do not know how to implement the energy efficiency measures

because they do not have the engineering experience in their
organisation.

I am sure that you can make your own conclusions comparing these obstacles
identified for Western Europe with the situation in Bulgaria. It is important to
note that these barriers are not related to technologies or financing, but to
knowledge and interests, i.e. to decision making.
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Barriers to Implementation of Energy Efficiency Measures by Sector
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Implementation of Energy Efficiency Measures is a
Matter of Knowledge, Interest, and Decision Making
Knowledge, interest and decision making in energy efficiency improvements
depends on the sector:

• Energy suppliers (electricity utilities) have a high profit interest to be
efficient as possible. Due to their business they know about efficient
technologies and they have experienced staff.

• Big energy consuming industries have a high profit interest to reduce
energy costs. They know about efficient processes and should have
their own experts.

Due to the business purpose and the profit motive it is not necessary to
implement a special energy efficiency policy these sectors.

• Small and medium size industries, commerce and residential energy
users have no specific information neither experts on energy
efficiency. Also, due to their business interest and a low share of
energy costs in their budgets they do not care very much on energy
efficiency.

Therefore, in Western Europe these sectors and consumer groups are
usually addressed by energy efficiency laws.

Profit Interest and Energy Efficiency Law are Necessary
Prerequisites in Western Europe, but not in Bulgaria
While I consider the obstacles to implementation of energy efficiency in
Western Europe as very similar to those in Bulgaria, the mechanisms
establishing energy efficiency in Western Europe do not work in Bulgaria. As
markets are not developed in Bulgaria and as Bulgarian energy suppliers nor
Bulgarian energy consumers are adapted to market conditions, neither the
profit motive nor an energy efficiency law will provide for implementation of
energy efficiency measures.
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The Basic Prerequisite to Improve Energy Efficiency in
Bulgaria is Raising of Awareness and Change of
Management Culture
Independent of profit motives, energy efficiency laws, and market conditions
energy efficiency in Bulgaria will only increase if the decision makers and
actors in energy supply and energy consuming sectors

• acknowledge energy efficiency as an important problem for the
company or the institution in which they are working

• accept a personal responsibility and develop a positive attitude to
improve energy efficiency

• act in an organisational and management environment which clearly
defines responsibilities and provides incentives for accomplishing
energy efficiency targets.

Energy Efficiency in Bulgaria is Primarily a Problem of
Organisational and Management Structures
A change to organisational structures which demand more accountability and
allow more independence of business activities will be a necessary step to
improve the overall performance of the Bulgarian economy. This would
established a base on which a management culture could be developed which

• assigns more accountability and business control to managers as
decision makers,

• defines clear responsibilities on all organisational levels
• provides for an efficient incentive system sanctioning the corporate

objectives.

Meeting these prerequisites will primarily improve business behavior,
productivity, and quality of products. It is the base to improve energy efficiency
by better housekeeping and maintenance. It is also the base to attract finance
capital - domestic and foreign - to improve first of all production facilities. And
finally, on this base also finance capital for big efficiency investments can be
attracted once the energy prices are adapted to allow for cost recovery.

Mr. Chairman,
Ladies and gentlemen, I like to thank for your patience and like to give the
opportunity for further discussion.
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